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In the first part of the third chapter of the
epistle of James, the author warned
spiritual leaders within the church about
being God-called and about being
God-prepared
for
their
respective
ministries. That warning applies to anyone
that is in a position to lead others to Christ
and to also show them how to live
according to biblical principles and
standards. Thus, the clear teaching is that
one does not actually choose his or her own
ministry. Instead the Holy Spirit places
saved men and women into those positions
where He would have them work for Him.
Once they are within those areas of
ministry, though, James next warned about
the hazards of the tongue. Even though it
is a very small member of the human body,
it still has the power to proclaim false
doctrine and to hurt people in many other
ways. False doctrine can cause the hearer
of a message to not be the person that the
Lord wants him or her to be. Harsh words
can destroy relationships and hurt the
church. So for those reasons, James had
compared the tongue to a fire that has been
set aflame from hades. Therefore, at least
part of the problem with people that use
their tongue in ungodly ways is that they
simply do not know the Lord as their
personal Savior. So it is important to
realize that everything begins and ends
with Christ. In the second part of the third
chapter, James wrote about the wisdom
that comes from the Lord. He began by
asking who among them was wise and had
knowledge. His implied answer was that
wisdom and knowledge rest with the godly
simply because they are indwelled by the
Holy Spirit. Such people will show their
wisdom and their knowledge by living for
the Lord. As a result, their life will not be
filled with the envying and strife that is so
prevalent among the ungodly. Instead, it
will be an example of peace with God, of
gentleness, of being easy going, and of
being without hypocrisy. So obviously,
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James was saying that coming to the Lord
by faith and that living for Him will solve a
whole host of problems that begin in the
evil heart of human beings and that come
out through their mouth. That means that
the Holy Spirit-controlled heart will tend to
think pure thoughts and will lead the
tongue to speak those pure thoughts. The
Holy Spirit-controlled heart will study the
Scriptures and will learn from Him good
doctrine. So once gain it is important to
realize that everything begins and ends
with Christ. Some early scholars had
thought that the writings of Paul and James
were contradictory. However, they were
not and they are not. Paul had focused on
the process of salvation while James had
written mostly about the results of
salvation. In writing this book, the first
hope is that the Lord will be honored and
glorified by those things that have been
written. The second hope is that the reader
will not put the cart before the horse
concerning the writings of James. Chapter
three in his epistle is not about teaching
good doctrine or about speaking uplifting
words. It is about coming to the Lord by
faith and about entering into a personal
relationship with Him. Then, after one has
done that, the indwelling Holy Spirit will
teach the individual good doctrine and will
put good thoughts and words into his or her
heart that can then come out of the mouth.
Thus, the critical truth is that salvation
always comes before good works.
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The Book of James -- Detailed Commentary - Basic Training Bible Three dangers are specified. The Tongue
Spreads Evil (3:5-6). We have found Jamess style to be full of imagery, previously using a wave of the sea (1:6), a wild
Enduring Word Bible Commentary James Chapter 3 should do. A free Bible Commentary on the Letter of James in
Easy English. Chapter 3. Responsibility of the teacher 3:1-5a. Danger of the tongue 3:5b-12. 3. Taming the Tongue
James 3:1-18 James 3 Commentary, One of over 100 Bible commentaries freely available, this commentary, by the
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Senior Pastor of Calvary Chapel Santa Barbara, has Lesson 12: Taming the Terrible Tongue (James 3:1-12) James
3 - Matthew Henrys Commentary - Bible Commentary Study the bible online using commentary on James 2 and
more! In this chapter the apostle condemns a sinful regarding of the rich, and despising the 3. Christs being the Lord of
glory should teach us not to respect Christians for any thing .. Paul, in his epistles to the Romans and Galatians, seems to
assert the directly JAMES CHAPTER 3 KJV Study the bible online using commentary on James 3 and more! Verses
1-12 The foregoing chapter shows how unprofitable and dead faith is without works. . but are renewed after the image of
God by the grace of the gospel: this is a most A Commentary on the Epistle of James, Chapter Three by James The
Epistle of James is one of the general epistles, including 1 and 2 Peter, 1, of James A Detailed Commentary. Basic
Training Bible Ministries. Page 3 .. The true test is the control of the tongue, which James will deal with in chapter 3.
James 3 Commentary - James Burton Coffman Commentaries on (Jas 3:1-2) Opening observations: the greater
accountability of. Edge Background Right Contextbar Edge2 Prior Book Prior Chapter Return to Commentaries Return
.. Whoever can control the tongue can bridle the whole body (James 3:2). A commentary on the epistle of James Existential Christianity James 3 Commentary, One of over 100 Bible commentaries freely available, this In this
chapter, as throughout the epistle, the remarkable consonance with the James, chapter 3 - United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops 3 Existential Christianity A Commentary on the Epistle of James The first chapter sets the tone of
the rest of the epistle, and establishes the letter as a. James 3:1-12 Commentary by A.K.M. Adam - Working
Preacher 3If we put bits into the mouths of horses to make them obey us, we also guide their whole bodies. 4It is the
same with ships: even though they are so large and A Commentary on the Epistle of James, Chapter Three - Kindle
Complete Concise. Chapter Contents. Cautions against proud behaviour, and the mischief of an unruly tongue. (1-12)
The excellence of heavenly wisdom, James 4 Commentary - Matthew Henry Commentary on the Whole Let not
many of you become teachers: James has a sober admonition for those Whoever can control the tongue can bridle the
whole body (James 3:2). .. is the man who knows when it is actually wrong to apply the strict letter of the law. James 3
Commentary - Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the In the context, he began chapter 3 warning that not
many should . Douglas Moo (The Letter of James, Pillar New Testament Commentary James - Sonic Light A
Commentary on the Epistle of James, Chapter Three - Kindle edition by James Thomas Lee Jr. Download it once and
read it on your Kindle device, PC, James 3 Commentary - The Specific Dangers of the Tongue epistle and James
speech in Acts 15 support his identification as the writer.3 The 2, ch. 23). 9J. Ronald Blue, James, in The Bible
Knowledge Commentary: Commentary On James chapter 3 - The Book Of James The rest of Chapter 3 is about the
tongue James argument therefore seems to . The New Testament epistles often give reason to think that the ecclesia will
be Study Guide for James 3 by David Guzik - Blue Letter Bible Study the bible online using commentary on James 4
and more! Verses 1-10 The former chapter speaks of envying one another, as the great spring of against whose errors
and vices this epistle was written seem to have fallen in with the 3. Sinful desires and affections generally exclude
prayer, and the working of our James 3 Commentary - David Guzik Commentary on the Bible C H Spurgeon wrote
that Bengels NT commentary is the Scholars delight! James 3:1-12 Taming the Terrible Tongue James 3:13-18
Wisdom for Harmonious .. Best Commentaries on Epistle of James Commenting on James 3 Commentary - Who Is
Wise Among You? - James A WATCH ON THE DOOR OF THE LIPS Jam 3:1-15THERE is a recurrence to earlier
teaching in Jam 1:19 . The great desire which the Jewish Christians, to whom this letter was written, had to become
teachers in the . CHAPTER 3. - Commentaries James 3 James 3 - NIV: Not many of you should become teachers, my
fellow believers, because you know that we who teach will be judged more strictly. We all stumble James
Commentaries & Sermons Precept Austin In the first part of the third chapter of the epistle of James, the author
warned spiritual leaders within the church about being God-called and Lesson 13: Wisdom for Harmonious
Relationships (James 3:13-18 James 3 - IVP New Testament Commentaries described in the entire letter this is the
trait to cultivate if one would take Jamess teaching deeply into ones life. James 3 - NIV Bible - Not many of you
should become teachers, my James is certainly not discouraging qualified teachers from teaching. The old saying:
Gospel Preachers live in glass houses is true. the N.T. that we can fall away (I Corinthians 10:12, Galatians 5:4, and
Revelation chapters 2-3). The best explanation of these passages was given by our Lord Jesus Christ: (Matthew James
3:1 Commentaries: Let not many of you become teachers, my You can see from the first verse of chapter 3 that this
would be a . are at least two reasons that James does not give in his epistle that we find 1 My brethren, be not many
masters, knowing that we shall receive the greater condemnation. 2 For in many things we offend all. If any man offend
not in word, James 2 Commentary - Matthew Henry Commentary on the Whole Taming the Tongue - Not many of
you should become teachers, my fellow believers, because you know that we who teach will be judged more strictly.
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We. Studies in James - Chapter 3 - Words of Truth Whole Bible. Study the bible online using commentary on James
3 and more! CHAPTER 3. James 3:1-18 . . The image here is appropriate to the scene of the Epistle, Palestine, wherein
salt and bitter springs are found. Though sweet James - Free Bible Commentary in easy English - EasyEnglish Bible
In this weeks epistle lesson, James stakes out a position quite at odds with contemporary enthusiasm for spontaneous
outbursts of unfiltered passion. Instead James 3:1-12 - Taming the Tongue - Not many of you - Bible Gateway
Expository study of James: To tame the terrible tongue, we must As we move into chapter 3, James has gone from
preaching to meddling! . New International Greek Testament Commentary on James [Eerdmans], p.142).
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